
UNDIAGNOSED CHILDREN'S DAY 2024 
#MySWAN craft activity
Join in with our fun, fabulous craft activity this Undiagnosed Children's Day - 
make at home or at school, nursery or playgroup. Follow these instructions to 
make your swan, and don't forget to share a photo on your social media with 
a donate button!

paper or card
pens, pencils or crayons
paint (optional)
scissors
glue
fun things to decorate your swan

You will need:

STEP 1:
Using the template, draw the swan's body onto a piece 
of card and paper.  If this is a bit tricky, a grown up or 
brother or sister may be able to help. 

STEP 2:
Use scissors to cut around the swan - you might like to 
ask a grown up to do this for you.

STEP 3:
Colour in the eyes and beak on the swan, or draw a big smiley face!



STEP 4:
On a new piece of paper, draw around your hand or use 
paint to make a hand print. These are going to be your 
swan's wings! Repeat this until you have as many wings 
as you like.

STEP 5:
Cut around your handprints, or ask a grown up to do 
this for you.

STEP 6:
Glue your handprint wings onto your 
swan's body, like the picture on the right.

STEP 7:
Use whatever decorations you'd like to jazz 
up your unique Undiagnosed Children's Day 
swan!

Once you've created your masterpiece, don't forget to 
take a photo and share on social media using the 
hashtag #MySWAN. 

Make sure you tag SWAN UK and please add a donate 
button! If you aren't sure how to do this, let us know 
and we can help you out.

SWAN UK is run by Genetic Alliance UK, the only dedicated support network for SWAN families in the UK. Find out more about our work at 
www.undiagnosed.org.uk 
Genetic Alliance UK registered charity numbers: 1114195 & SC039299

http://undiagnosed.org.uk/
http://undiagnosed.org.uk/



